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Veni, Vidi, Vicci
They came, They saw, They conquered.
The Class of 2013, the bunch who were
brave enough to follow their dreams
graduated this month. As we see them
stepping into the real world and
doing their best, all we say is,

“We’re Inspired.”

SLS
Mirror
The Pioneers of SLS:
Class of 2013
Graduates with
Pride and Respect

Message

Message from the Editorial Team
Diwali is upon us as we look back at the last
four weeks in review to present you with this issue of SLS Mirror, and we celebrate the Festival of
Lights. Though, for many of us students this will
likely be followed by a certain amount of repentance, once the End-Semester exams that follow
the holiday season arrive.
This month was far more high profile than
even our rich campus life usually is, as the 3rd
Convocation was held here, on, with our esteemed
Board members, including President of PDPU, Dr.
Mukesh Ambani in attendance, along with the
Chief Minister of Gujarat, Shri Narendra Modi, a
vocal supporter of PDPU and its mission and Mr.
Bob Dudley, Group Chief Executive, BP, all of
whom addressed the gathering.
This convocation was especially important
to those of us in liberal studies programmes,
where we bid a final adieu to the inaugural and
pioneer batch of SLS, 2009-2013, and we hope you
enjoy the coverage of the event we have put together here.
Among other news, we have had on campus an Employability Training Workshop for the
next batch to graduate, the 2010-2014 students,
Research Poster Making Competition and the
Garba night.
Wishing you a Happy Diwali and a Prosperous New Year !

It is a moment of celebration for School
of Liberal Studies, PDPU to wear its
name with pride and the SLS Mirror
Editorial Team congratulates the entire
SLS family: the founders, professors,
faculty, alumni & students for the same.
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An Interview With Mr. Abhinay Banker
Q) You completed your
bachelor in theatre. Why
did you choose theatre as an
area to study when majority
of the crowd was choosing
the traditional path like engineering ,commerce and
medical?
A) I was a photo journalist for a news agency. I
had also started with studying B.com ( 1st year)
along with it. I joined the course Performing arts
at Gujarat university as a hobby student. But , as a
photo journalist when I saw the 2002 Godhra riots
- a lot of things came across that changed me .
When I had completed 2 years at Gujarat University as a hobby student , the dean asked me if I
would like to be a student of the Performing Arts
and then I decided to join Gujarat University as a
performing arts student.
I wanted to show the people various hard core issues and thus I took up theatre as a subject to
study.
Q) A majority of your performances are inclined based short stories. Is there any specific
reason for the inclination towards short stories?
According to me short stories and partition literature are a powerful medium that captures human
emotion unlike the plays Jo aapke dimaag par
thopa gaya ho. People are more inclined towards
commercial literature/plays

Interview

Q) There are a lot of people who want to pursue theatre as a career but are afraid to do so .
Would you like to tell them something and how
do you think theatre should be promoted
among today’s youth?
Now-a-days people are overwhelmed with Bollywood . There are no restrictions anymore. Its similar to a person can sing but he/she can’t be called
a singer.
For the past 4-5 years , a lot of theatre actors have
entered in cinema’s and have earned a lot of respect from people. Seeing this, the youth misinterpret and choose theatre as a platform to get into
cinema, but this is absolutely wrong.

Q) How is Gujarati Theatre viewed by the people in and outside India?
Gujarati theatre is welcomed everywhere. We always receive an overwhelming response wherever we perform .
Q) You have performed in various plays and
there is always a role or play that is very close
to the heart of an artist. Can we know those
roles/play’s?
Unsuni - I had met the person whose character
and life I was portraying in the play and when you
perform as on the stage in front of the audience
among whom that person is present . It’s an amazing experience.
Welcome Zindagi – has always got overwhelming
response every time we perform
Gandhiji in Kasturba - had to research and prepare a lot
Q) How was your experience playing the role
Q) How was the experience with SLS students?
of Mahatma Gandhi in Kasturba?
The students of SLS are superb. They are quick
I never thought that I could ever play the role of
and energetic. The best aspect of the students of
Mahatma Gandhi as I did not have the confidence SLS that sets them apart from the rest and what I
to portray such a person . But the director of the
felt was that the students completely put their
play had immense faith in me. I then realized that
looking like to Gandhiji is not enough, as an actor trust in you and thus, the students are fabulous .
you need to portray Gandhiji as a person to the
audience .
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Convocation and Celebration !

By Shinjali Divanji
Eagerness. Excitement. Exhilaration. Pride…
…and many more emotions were felt by the students at the 3rd Convocation of Pandit Deendayal
Petroleum University held on 19th of October,
where we witnessed the conjunction of the three
big shots - Hon’bl Chief Minister of Gujarat, Shri
Narendra Modi, MD CEO, Reliance Industries, Dr.
Mukesh Ambani and Group Chief Executive, British Petroleum, Mr. Bob Dudley.

After the degrees were awarded, we had
the President and Chairman, Board of Governors
of PDPU. Dr. Mukesh Ambani to address the students. He congratulated all the students on achieving this feat, appreciated the huge efforts put up
by the faculty at PDPU and encouraged the students to strive for the best.
Mr. Bob Dudley also addressed the gathering saying this was very new to him. He commended the students for their endeavors and
wished them a good luck for their future.
The most awaited speaker of the occasion,
Shri Narendra Modi, then took to the podium amid
cheers from the students. He talked about life after
graduation, gave ideas and inspiration to students
on things they can work on in their future and
gave his best wishes to all.

671 students, out of which 476 were undergraduates, 172 postgraduates and 1 PhD student from various streams, in their graduating
robes, strode with pride down the aisle and onto
the stage as they received their degree. PDPU gave
away degrees for Post Graduate Diploma in Petroleum Management, Bachelors of Technology in PeThere are big events and small events, imtroleum Engineering, Bachelors in Arts (Honors),
portant
events and unconventional events which
and Bachelors in Business Administration
are conducted and hosted at PDPU. But this one
(Honors) with diplomas in Liberal Studies.
was grand! This event had emotions, the ones with
which we could connect to at another level.
When we, the undergrad students, see our
seniors coming back on the campus to receive
their degrees; see them happy, successful, making
the best of their lives, it gives us hope. We start
believing that even the worst of all could turn into
The highlight for us, the students of the something great. Such events are for us, for everySchool of Liberal Studies, was to see the first batch one. They give us a rationale, a purpose to strive
of SLS (2009-2013) graduate this year! Three of for what we want and that is what we, here at SLS,
the graduating students from SLS received gold shout out- Be What You Want To Be!
medals and three received silver medals.
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Employability Skills Workshops held for Batch 2010
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By Yash Modi
The SLS 2010 Placement Committee and
the SLS Career Cell organized an Employability
Skills Training Workshop for Batch 2010 on 21 st,
22nd & 29th October, 2013. These workshops were
held to train students in various areas such as resume writing, personal interviews and group discussions.

Ms. Santana Pathak, an acclaimed trainer,
conducted the one-day Resume Writing and Group
Discussion workshop on 21st October, 2013. She
briefed the students about the various parameters
that are to be taken into consideration while writing a CV and a Resume. She also helped students
who were applying for admissions abroad with
their SoP (Statement of Purpose). Following this,
she conducted two rounds of Group Discussions
where half the students were appointed observers. This helped the students identify the dos and
don’ts of a GD. The session all in all was a perfect
start to the training period and gave the students
some knowledgeable insight.

time experience of how a personal interview is
like. Each panel consisted of one industry person
(faculty/consultant/trainer/professional) and one
in-house SLS faculty. Each interview lasted for an
average 20 minutes where the student was interviewed on topics like their dissertation, past internships, areas of interest, general knowledge
and current affairs, future plans and subject
knowledge. Keeping the view of placement interviews, the interviewers tried to give the interviewee an actual feel of how placement interviews
flow, what kind of questions are asked and what is
the atmosphere when a potential employer sits
rights across the table. Exhaustive feedback was
given by the panelists to each and every student
for further improvisation.

All the students went back knowing a little
more about themselves than they knew before.
The Placement Committee and Career Cell plan to
carry out more such insightful workshops that
would help the students prepare themselves for
On the 22nd & 29th October, 2013 Mock Per- what is to come in the following and final semessonal Interviews were conducted for each and ter. Here’s wishing the Batch of 2010 the best of
every student of Batch 2010 to give them a real luck for the Placement Season!
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SLS Students Win Laurels at Concourse 2013

By Yash Modi & Hrim Shah

Round-3. The Business Plan competition decided
the final fate of the entire competition where the
entire SLS team came up with an excellent Business Plan of connecting NGOs with industries to
aid their CSR Activities. Though the idea was new
and thought provoking, it didn’t have a quantitative proof to back it with. This was the only drawThe B.K. Majumdar Institute of Business back pointed out by the judges.
Administration (BKMIBA), more famously known
as H.L.-B.B.A, Ahmedabad University hosted Concourse 2013 an inter-college Management Meet on
the 4th & 5th, October, 2013. This year’s theme for
Concourse was ‘Culture and Development’ and a
total of 30 teams from across India battled out in
various management related events.

A team of 7 members from SLS that consisted of Yash Modi (SLS 10), Parvathy Kumar,
Sanjana Mehta, Aanushka Panwala and Niharika
Agarwal (SLS 11) and Hrim Shah & Shashank
Sreedharan (SLS 12) represented SLS, PDPU in all
the events. Set over 3 stages, the first stage had 3
events: Find-A-Solution, Advertising & Branding
and Group Discussion. With an amazing performance in Advertising & Branding , the team of Yash,
Aanushka & Sanjana stood first overall amongst
the 30 teams. (Print ad attached with article.
Link to TV Ad: https://docs.google.com/file/
d/0B22bihL-NNBfTGpaenFoY0k1SGM/edit?
usp=sharing). Doing good in the GD and Find-ASolution, SLS was able to easily qualify for the 2nd
round. The team of Hrim & Sanjana came first in
the Business Quiz (Round 2) and SLS also performed well in the Case Analysis (Round 2). This
thus led to SLS qualifying for the ultimate and final
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All in all, the SLS team qualified amongst
the best 6 teams out of 30 and gave a tough fight
till the end. At the end of the event one of the faculty members also expressed his own interpretation of the official results and said that according
to him, the SLS team had won the event wholly.
The team was overwhelmed by his genuine sentiment, which reaffirmed that wherever SLS goes, it
never fail to leave behind the emotional imprints
on others’ hearts. Kudos to all the participants.
May the trophy be ours next year !

Visitors at SLS
Guest Lecture on
Mass Communication
By Prof. Santosh Kumar
Dr. Shirish Kashikar, Director of National
Institute of Mass Communications and Journalism,
Ahmedabad, a career journalist and academic, was
invited by the Department of Public Policy and Administration, SLS to speak on “Media and Public
Policies: Present Prospects and Future Challenges”
on 14th October 2013. He explained the concepts
and the critical role media plays in all the stages of
policy viz. formulation by agenda setting and
framing the public opinion, implementation and
evaluations. The discussion highlighted the role of
media as conscience keeper in the society; especially when it comes to policy implementation by
bring forth the success and failures in the public
domain. The talk was followed by the question answer session. It was moderated by Prof. Kumar
and Mr. Karma Tenzin, a student of M. A. in Public
Administration proposed the vote of thanks.
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Prof. Jim Cross from ECU,
Australia visits SLS
By Yash Modi

Professor Jim Cross from the esteemed
Edith Cowan University in Australia visited the
School of Liberal Studies, PDPU on Tuesday, October 1st, 2013 as a part of his India visit. Prof. Cross
is Associate Dean (International) with the Faculty
of Health, Engineering and Science, and is an Associate Professor of Mathematics in the School of Engineering. This being his second time at PDPU,
Prof. Cross mentioned at the outset that he was
highly impressed by the students he met at PDPU
during his last visit. Prof. Cross interacted with Dr.
Nigam Dave, Dr. Ashvin Dave and Dr. Ritu Sharma
on various issues ranging from student exchange
to joint research in various fields.
Prof. Cross mentioned that as a part of ‘Asia
Bound’ its programs to encourage students to
come to Asia, the Government of Australia funds
students to come study in India. The ECU has also
sent a large group of Australian students for a onemonth academic trip to China.
The discussion was fruitful in terms of detailed talks regarding further opportunities to
send Business Administration and Psychology Major students from SLS to the ECU for a semester
exchange or on an exposure visit. Joint research
papers by faculties from both sides were encouraged and Prof. Cross also promised all kind of help
from ECU in setting up a Psychology Lab at SLS.
PDPU’s extensive international interest was reinstated when Prof. Cross left with the following
words: “PDPU is leading the way for us in India.”
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PDPU Organizes Research Poster Making Competition

By Riya Javia
Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University organized a research poster making competition on
3rd October, 2013 in collaboration with the Institute of Design, Expression, Art and Learning
(IDEAL). The motto
was
'RIIDE the
wave' (RIIDE being
the acronym for Research, Innovation,
Inte rnati on ali zation, Development
and Entrepreneurship).
Nearly 300 students decked in RIIDE tshirts of orange, red, green and yellow hues filled
up the entire foyer outside the PDPU auditorium
equipped with the artist’s cornucopia. The cacophony drowned in the music playing in the background.
Engaged in drawing, some of the students
enthusiastically volunteered to propound the
meaning of Research. Hrim Shah from the 2nd
year of School of Liberal Studies believes Research
involves “Unearthing the unknown and unseen
facts, embedded in the depths of ignorance. It is
about finding the treasure and revealing it to the
world”.
Yash
Modi
from 4th year of
School of Liberal
Studies completes
this abstract definition of Research
by adding a touch
of realism to it
when he says “Research brings forth an opportunity of contributing with it. It is about value addition to the society and introducing newness in an
already established scheme of things even if it’s
simply compilation. Research has driven Humanity. Without it, we wouldn’t have had the Fire or
the Wheel.”
The incessant chatter of the students was
equally accompanied by the relentless working of
their hands as they were required to complete
their posters by 7:30 in the evening after the com-
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mencement of the event at 4:00 in the afternoon.
The students certainly came up with some ingenious ideas – using innovative media like leaves and
used plastic bottles to employing the example of
Bollywood heroes such as Amitabh Bachchan in a
poster named Snakes, Ladders and Stars to demonstrate evolution, to some thought-provoking
slogans pertaining to AIDS such as “Infected or Affected” (by international students from Bhutan).
Dr. Nigam Dave, dean of School of Liberal
Studies had an interesting insight to offer regarding the purpose this event. He explained that
events like this facilitate “collective thinking
which, like a mantra being chanted, together creates reverberations of ideas. It shall also encourage students to take a more serious approach to
research”. Ms. Asha Mandapa, the founder member of IDEAL quipped that the event was about
“using your left brain and your right brain”.
As
the
faculty members
ruminated over
tea, I got to talk
to a few more.
Professor R.K.
Singh
from
School of Technology explained that “Research is universal. Everyone has research qualities. But they are in a diluted form and need to be concentrated. Events
such as these provide a platform to the students to
start thinking on the lines of research.”
With refreshments being served, the event
drew to its closure. The students received special
kudos from Nigam Sir and Asha Ma’am for their
artwork. The prizes were declared later by the
judges. I took away with me an incredible secret –
Smart eye is the lens of the future – as I recall reading in one of the posters.

PDPU Celebrates Navratri with Vibrant Garba Night
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By Shivani Shah

The avid dancers performed Garba to the
traditional tunes sung by “Amit Thakkar and
On the auspicious occasion of Navratri, the Troupe”, orchestra of Mr. Amit thakkar, a famous
entire PDPU family joined to enjoy the most Garba artist. Students specially were high with
awaited festival of the Gujarati culture on a amaz- festive spirits, dancing with full energy, to the traditional renditions of the artist.
ing evening of Raas-Garba on October 6, 2013.

The event started with a prayer, invoking
the blessings of Goddess Durga. Dr. P.K. Banik, the
Director General of the University started the ritual while the rest sang in praise of the deity. Sacrament was later distributed among the people. Everyone was very enthusiastic, with girls flaunting
their chaniya cholis and boys their traditional
avatar.

Prizes for the winners of the evening were
in two different categories - The Best Dressed
(Male and Female) and The Best Dancer (Male and
Female). Mansi Mohanlal from SLS ‘11 batch received the prize for the Best Dressed (Female).
The event concluded with a vote of thanks, extending gratitude to those without whom the event
wouldn’t have been such a grand affair. The entire
PDPU family celebrated the evening with enthusiasm and grandeur. The campus echoed with the
festive tunes and rocked to the dance of the
crowd.
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Dr. Arvind Kudchadkar
Delivers Lecture at PDPU
By Vedant Sharma

SLS Students visit
Psychology Lab at
LD College
By Kinjal Gandhi
SLS Students studying Psychology from Semester 5 and 7 visited the Psychology lab of L.D.
Arts College, Ahmedabad on 23rd - 24th October,
2013. The visit was aimed at introducing and giving practical lab exposure for several psychological experiments and tests. Psychological experiments validate the pedagogical theories that form
the basis of this discipline.

On 21st October, PDPU was honored to
have on campus the former Director General, Dr.
Arvind Kudchadkar, who is now a Professor
Emeritus at IIT Bombay. Having played a very crucial role during the establishment of Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University, he has been a guide
and a mentor to the students as well as professors
of PDPU. He has also been the foremost Director of
Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Information Communication & Technology. Students of PDPU were
fortunate to have attended his ninety minute
guest lecture. His energy and enthusiasm, even at
the age of 79, amazed us. He covered all the aspects of life ranging from conservation of mother
Earth to the system of education, and from science
and technology to Liberal Studies. It was an interactive session where he made sure that each student got an opportunity to express his/her views.
The ‘Have’s and the ‘Have-Not’s of life, the
current education scenario in India, the energy
sector consumption had all been given equal importance in his speech. Further, his innovations in
Bed-Time stories with regard to the current situation of life were very unconventional. He focused
on choosing the right path and collaboration
amongst the members for a successful life. He
even gave us the liberty to continue a discussion
on the deliverables given by him through mail.
One must attempt to implement his teachings into
their life to achieve what Dr. Arvind Kudchadkar
has.
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Students learned 8 experiments and 10
tests. Experiments like Letter Digit substitution, Mirror tracing, Problem solving (McDougall's
pyramid puzzle); and Tests like Alexander's Pass
Along Intelligence Test and Sinha's Comprehensive Anxiety Test were explained and demonstrated to the students.
Each experiment was demonstrated and
statistical constructs calculated on observations.
The students were also trained on the practice of
psychology lab-journal writing. This experience
has acted as a window for students with an inclination towards the knacks of experiments to delve
deeper into the purviews of applied psychology.

Audit Courses held for Batch of 2013
Graphic Design Workshop
By Team Audit Course
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Cultural and Heritage Trip
By Arunima Dayanand

On, 28th - 29th September & 5th October, 2013, Graphic Designing Workshop
was organized in School of Liberal Studies under
the Audit Course 2013-14. The workshop provides
the students an opportunity to learn new skills
and gain basic knowledge of various subjects. This
workshop was attended by 35 students.
6th

The workshop was divided into four sessions which encompasses of learning Inkspace and
Coral draw software. The Workshop includes Introduction, Knowledge of Basic Design, Composition, Thought and Idea generation, Basic knowledge of software, Creating basic objects, Manipulating objects, Knowledge of Designing, Creating
complex objects.
Ms. Shaifali Desai who is a competent professional with over 24 years of qualitative experience had conducted the workshop.

On the 21st of September, we, the students
of SLS undertook a two day journey to Champaner,
Jambugoda and Dabhoi for the purpose of studying our cultural and natural heritage.
We arrived at 9:30 a.m. and visited Saher ki
Masjid, Juma Masjid and Vana Talav. Mr. Ganshyam, a retired professor, explained to us the historical importance of these places. Everything he
said helped us understand the value of the places
we visited. We departed for the Bhat eco tourism
camp at Jambugoda. After some rest we left for a
trek in the Jambugoda wild life sanctuary. It was a
beautiful experience to learn firsthand about the
diverse animals and plants that resided there. We
managed to spot various animals and insects such
as the leopard, vampire bat, dragon flies, etc.
The second day, started out slow due to
heavy rainfall. All the students settled in a room
and had an active discussion on wildlife with Mr.
Manish, a forester, and Mr. Sandeep. We left Jambugoda and reached Dabhoi where we visited Hira
Bhagol and the Vadodara gate. The intricately
carved gates held a plethora of intellectual meaning which taught us a great deal about our heritage. We then returned to the PDPU campus, tired
but much more knowledgeable.
Everything about this trip was enriching,
be it the support that was given and received during the trek or the knowledge that was shared. I
believe I talk for everybody who was with me on
that trip when I say that those two days will always be etched in our memory.
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SLS Mirror Recommends | Faculty Achievements

Blogs:
Nerdfitness : An 'Off-Beat' and Off the hook- Fitness blog that has been created to give the
modern-day nerds a fighting chance to beat
their sedentary lifestyle and be fit and healthy.
Very interesting and pop-culture blog. http://
www.nerdfitness.com/blog/.

Prof. Neeta Khurana
Invited by National Institute of Fashion
Technology, Gandhinagar to conduct sessions on CV
writing, Interview skills, Group Discussion and
Presentation skills on 24th and 25th October, 2013.
The sessions were held for students of Master of
Fashion Management and students of Textile Designing.

Yoga Dork : http://yogadork.com/ : The bloggers
at YogaDork live, eat, and breathe yoga. If there’s
a story on a yoga burglar or the world’s oldest
yoga teacher, they’ll find it. Daily posts feature
musings on yoga injuries, apps for learning yoga,
and celeb yogis. P.S : Maybe SLS should start its
own Yoga Club ;)

Dr. Himani Baxi

Sites :

Dr. Prashant Panda

Arstechnica : http://arstechnica.com/ : The site
caters to computer enthusiasts and covers a wide
array of technology, science and gaming news. It
is one of the most linked-to sites by tech blogs
and news sites.
Gizmodo : http://gizmodo.com/ : This site is for
like the Valhalla for all the SLS Geeks that offers
reviews of gadgets, gizmos and cutting-edge consumer electronics. It’s closest rival would have to
be Crunchgear. Both sites sport almost the same
design. The two cover similar topics but with
very different voices.

Applications :
Pocket First Aid & CPR : This app from the American Heart Association does. The Pocket First Aid &
CPR app walks you through the most common firstaid scenarios, such as choking, burns, bites, and
even diabetic emergencies. It provides step-by-step
instructions and videos. The App also has emergency CPR and AED information if you need to provide life-saving measures.
Lumosity : Except stimulation grey cells Lumosity
uses games and quizzes to sharpen your brain and
cognitive skills through daily exercises.
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Invited by Gujarat Institute of Development
Research as a member of research team for research project titled ‘Evaluation of state finances
with respect to Gujarat state’ offered by
14th Finance Commission – India.

Published an article titled “ Agriculture in
Orissa: Prospects for Growth and Policy Imperatives” (J.P.) in the book Agrarian Change and Small
Farmers, Pg 177-184, ISBN-13: 978-93-5125-0333, Concept Publishing Company Pvt. Ltd., 2014.

Achievements

SLS Scaling Heights

SLS 10 were adjudged the champions in the intraSLS Cricket Tournament as a part of the SLS Sports
Cup. They beat SLS 11 Batch in the finals which
turned out to be a nail-biting finish to an amazing
cricketing tournament.

Nimit Desai, Saksham Singh, Shashank
Sreedharan, Jyotil Ladani from SLS 12 &
Shreyes Shyamsunder from SLS 11 represented SLS, PDPU at United World College
Model United Nations, Pune.

SLS Students Ravina Madan from SLS 11 and Disha
Joshi from SLS 12 were part of the PDPU Badminton Team which won the 1st position at Concourse
2013, the Inter-college sports meet at DA-IICT
Gandhinagar.

SLS Students Ashwini Srinivas & Prasashya
Choudhary from SLS 10 and Ashita Negi, Aneri
Panchal & Shraavya Siri from SLS 11 were part
of the PDPU Volleyball Team which won the 1st
position at Concourse 2013, the Inter-college
sports meet at DA-IICT Gandhinagar.

Hrim Shah of SLS 12 won the first place at the I Fest General Knowledge Quiz held at the Nirma University,
Ahmedabad on the 19th October, 2013.
He stood 3rd at the Indo-Swedish Quiz held at PDPU on the 20th October, 2013 organized by the Swedish
Embassy.
He also won the 1st prize at the MISB Bocconi Business Quiz event held at PDPU on the 25th October, 2013.
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Creative
Corner

Creatiwitty
Shivani Shah, SLS12

Vidhi Joshi, SLS 13

Ahad Saiyed, SLS 12

Vidhi Joshi, SLS 13
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SILENCE
I love that silence,
Audible is the tick of my clock,
I find that silence,
The key to my mind lock...

HARDER AND FASTER

I love that silence,
Audible are the beats of my heart,
I find that silence,
An inspiration for all my art...

Pitch dark hole she lives in
Feelings inundate through those eyes
Serene soul she needs within
harder she runs, faster it dies..

I love that silence,
Audible are the chirps of a bird,
I find that silence,
Serene as the blancura of curd...

Ignored pain she lives with
Feelings summoned by assailable
lashes
Sleep is her sheath
Harder she pulls, faster the sheath is
ashes

I love that silence,
Audible are the waves striking the shore,
I find that silence,
A seed to nurture in my heart's core...
I love that silence,
Audible is the buzzing of a bee,
I find that silence,
Bridging the hearts of almighty and me...
I love that silence,
The soothest recreation ever found,
I find that silence,
A break, an answer to every sound...

Voiceless words of her heart she
avoids
Feelings pull down the courage
Breathing makes her a paranoid
Harder she tries, faster the breath is
pure rage
URVI SHAH
SLS 13

I love that silence,
Live it with utmost perseverance,
As in its truest essence,
Its a way to die sans violence....

-ANMOL JAIN
SLS 13
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SLS In the Media

Gujarat Samachar

City Bhaskar

DNA
Sandesh
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